Alcatel-Lucent OXO Connect Business Communications

OXO Connect: Serving entrepreneurs

Alcatel-Lucent OXO Connect for business communications is designed for entrepreneurs, providing the freedom, quality, and agility needed to grow their business.

OXO Connect delivers the:

- **Freedom** to connect any time with customers and colleagues. It lets them connect in the office, on the shop floor, on the road, or at home, using a smartphone, a computer, or a dedicated phone.
- **Quality** required to ensure excellent customer relations whether you are on the phone, in a video conference, or from a secure messaging system.
- **Agility** provided by unmatched connectivity options on premises and in the cloud to quickly adapt to business needs at the right price.

Our innovative solution includes the:

- **Reliability** of OXO Connect business communications
- **Scalability** of Rainbow™ by Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise cloud services for mobile communications, video conferencing, and secure group messaging
- **Hybrid connectivity** between OXO Connect and Rainbow for seamless communications anywhere

Solution Sheet
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Freedom with a 100% mobile office

Communicate with your teams and customers wherever you are. Employees can be reached from a single number for their business phone and their Rainbow app, on a smartphone and a computer. The unified directory makes it easy to connect.

Accelerate your projects. Use video communications from a smartphone to collaborate, and use video-conferencing with your external contacts. Exchange information with secure messaging, using screen and file sharing to instantly get the content you need.

Freedom to telework

Teleworking is rewarding and effective, however, it requires new tools for communications continuity.

Stay in touch with your customers:
Employees can make business calls on their computer or smartphone without additional settings.

Keep in touch with your telecommuters:
A display of connected employees lets you know when workers are involved in communications, or in meetings. Video chat keeps employees connected. Record exchanges for absent colleagues. Take remote control of the computer for training and technical support.

Work together remotely in project mode:
The Rainbow “Bubbles” feature provides secure messaging groups that can send files and switch to videoconferencing with just a click.
Quality communications everywhere

Easily understand each other with exceptional communications quality
ALE phones and applications use super-wideband technology. The wireless handsets attenuate ambient noise for quality communications even in very noisy environments.

Business phones
• Super-wideband audio
• Hands-free pairing for smartphone, PC, MAC

Wireless handsets
• Noise attenuation
• Dual microphone models

Protect your employees in difficult environments
Handsets are drop-resistant and easy to clean. Some models are antibacterial for impeccable premises hygiene. Others offer an alarm button and lone worker protection features.

Wireless handsets
• Compatible with disinfectants
• Antibacterial model
• Drop tested on concrete
• IP65 dust and water resistant
• Models with alarm button
• Integration with notification and location services
Cloud agility to support your growth

Your investment is sustainable
With OXO Connect you can simply add licenses per user to connect up to 300 employees.

Make telecommuting and mobility work for you
Rainbow Enterprise mobile communications and video conferencing services are available on a per user, per month subscription basis. Rainbow CRM Connect integration is also available on a per user, per month subscription basis.

Connect to as many external contacts as you need
Rainbow is free for guests.

1 Software, 2 Models:

- **OXO Connect Evolution**
  - All-IP optimized server
  - Choice of SIP access provider
  - Call continuity with Rainbow

- **OXO Connect**
  - Modular server
  - IP, SIP, digital, analogue connectivity
  - Choice of access provider, SIP, digital, analogue
  - Continuity of calls with Rainbow by adding an additional box

Connectivity agility to fit your budget

**Save money by choosing your SIP provider:** Keep your digital cabling, and switch to IP or WLAN whenever you want: OXO Connect supports analogue, digital, DECT, IP DECT, IP and SIP equipment.

**Benefit from turnkey integrations with hotel and notification systems:** If you want to communicate and collaborate from your business applications, our expert partners will use our application program interfaces (APIs) in the cloud.

For more information

- Consult our online catalog of professional phones
- Consult our online catalog of mobile handsets and applications
- Find all the product sheets from our web site